
Sew papers, endless fabrics, light weight metals, flexible plastics, leathers and suede to name 
just a few! If you have ever embarked on a sewing adventure then you can appreciate the skill 
and time required to make an item. You can also relate to the tremendous sense of satisfaction 
that comes from completing your first masterpiece---every three dimensional inch of it! 
There is not a day that goes by that I do not thank God for Issac Singer’s first sewing machine 
patent in 1851! The mass production of a machine that could stitch materials together 
revolutionized the garment and shoe industry and gave the homemaker a much needed break 
in the endless, tedious hours she spent hand stitching her family’s garments. Today there are 
industrial machines for stitching practically everything under the sun and many of them are 
available to the home sewer. 

Every level from a single straight stitch battery operated portable to complex computerized 
embroidery machines that requires class time to master all the many bells and whistles are 
common in today’s marketplace. Computer machines with memory and built in alphabets, 
electronic machines with hundreds of stitch patterns accessible by the push of a button, 
sergers that resemble transformers, decorative machine embroidery that are practically 
robotic---winding  their own bobbins and changing their own thread colors. There are 
hemming machines that run a rapid and tidy blind hemline with invisible thread or a punching 
machine that has 6 or more  needles forcing lightweight fibers, wools and ribbons into a base 
fabric for surface embellishment. Those are just a few of the options available for home use.

Look on you and around you and see the items manufactured with soft goods. They turn a 
house into a home, they set a mood and they give you your own personal fashion style and 
image…where would we be without sewing machines and their operators? I have been 
completely in love with and immersed in the life skill/art form of sewing since I was ten years 
old. I have experimented, embraced and delved into the world of costumes, apparel, quilting 
and home décor. My old broken models are repurposed and welcomed as gloriously poignant 
garden ornaments! 

Sewing is my Life Love…I invite you to join me anytime for a sewing experience.
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